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I do not get the glorification of "Nationalism", other than it will help form the
aggressive hastening of racial perversion and destruction of European stock by
racial warfare and invaders, and halt it by deportations, tear down the EU, and
generally cause some necessary changes so can move forward with a
SUPERIOR agenda than itself. If they fail on this objective then they are not in
any way better than jewish communists.

Many people forget the history of so called "Nationalism" which is why Hitler
coined National Socialism to actually solve all these problems. Which extend
from cultural issues to many other problems. One of the reasons National
Socialism happened was because of the major incompetence of Nationalism in
particular to social and cultural developments.

In plain slang, Nationalism, even in its truer form, is not enough to save our ass
from extinction. In its Kosher form, it can be ultimately worthless.

America has been strongly 'Nationalist', but it didn't do what Benjamin Franklin
and other founding Fathers told them to do...Keep the jews out and form a racial
state. Now a few decades after the 1950's White Americans are fighting for their
very biological existence. They let "American Jews" bring in slaves and all sorts
of other people, and the "American Nationalism" went from being about Whites to
simply meaning you have an American passport.

Other than that, "Nationalism" is largely a crock of shit. In "Nationalism" so long
as you classify as "X Nation Citizen" and have "Your papers" you are a citizen of
the "Nation". And so long as you pay "Taxes" and go to church you're a good
goy. That's all there is to "Nationalism". You can be a Cohen Kike and live just
fine under a Nationalist regime, so long as you pretend you are part of the
"Nation" and go to church every Sunday. At night you can conspire on how to
take all the goyim down, but that's another matter.

And this has been the situation in most of the West since the 1950s. Which is
why now we are in the deadly grip we are. The jews ascended in power slowly
since they had a 'Passport' to a Nation and their so called "Papers" and then
started to fully run Nations. Then they went from "Nationalism" allowances in
loose "Nationalism" to being billionaires and in all political offices. They were
"German", they were "French", and so on, since they had papers for such. And
their names could have been Israel Cohen.
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"Nationalism" is also based on the idea of competing with other European
Nations in financial wars or whatever other form of competition there is. There
are no racial or ethical values of a deep nature in "Nationalism" just some bullshit
based on historical forgeries by local churches, and cucks who believe their so
called "Nations" didn't exist for 10000 years, but for 500 or some shit, and
therefore, "Christianity" is our "Culture" and not Paganism which was ALWAYS
our culture, and then was forcibly replaced by jews.

Many "Nationalists" are the types who believe the Crusades were "Glorious
White Wars" and "Deus Vult" was great thing. So long as the Christian White Goy
exists with jewish cultural leprosy, but it's alive, it's enough to them.

To Satan this situation is not enough, neither is it to our Gods. Which is why they
have destroyed the Christian order. Existing as a goyim in a stable is of no
importance, unless there is a plan to free this goy. And the Christian Nationalists
intend it like that. While the Gods will use them only to break the stable in full
later. They will do this without even understanding how it really went down.

For those that don't know in Europe there are many jews. And these jews do not
desire to leave Europe. As Griffin has stated on the case of Muslims, they push a
war between "Christards" and "Muslims", but at the same time, they try to drive
the "Muslim" out because they consider his existence makes life unsafe for jews
in Europe. They push both sides, as this creates civil wars at the same time,
between the White Goy and the Arab, and gives reasons to the federal
government to enforce the measures faster, abuse the law, and force the
multicultural plan even quicker. This has happened in Britain.

The real name of "Robinson" should be Rabbi-Son as basically his true name is
Lennon. And he is an agent that enforces and fuels a war between "Christian
Britons" and "Muslim Arabs". Rabinson can't point out the jew cause his finger
will be cut. If he was doing the same shit against jews in Britain, plus Arabs, his
dead body would be found in a lake somewhere, no political bullshit. Because as
true Nationalists without the parentheses have revealed, he is put there, like
Jewish Organizations, to do what he does. Which is to reveal half the "truth", or a
quarter of it.

The same goes for people like Lauren Southern and many others. "Partial truth"
can be even more dangerous than lying. It cannot solve any of these situations.

Nationalism is based on the false pretext of our "Christian Past" and
sustainability of our "Christian Judaic Values" in our civilization. Listen to any
"Nationalist" leader and you will see them going in depth, supporting Zionism,



Israel, and kissing jewish ass until the piss comes out and they drink it in a glass
to attain salvation. Nationalism is the second doorway to still keep control over
the goyim, so the jews can recuperate and go into battle again. Nigel Farage said
in an interview about Robinson that he basically does what he does because he
considers the "Judeo-Christian Values of Britain" are threatened.

Here we have people with one foot on our side and one on the side of the
enemy. This creates an unstable situation for the enemy, but is not ideal nor a
final objective for us either. The case of Nationalism is an unstable environment
for jews. Through Nationalism and its failures and contrasts with the Communist
agenda in the 20th century, there came the better parties like Hitler and
Mussolini.

Christianity and the jews in all these parties and unions do allow for this to
happen. It wouldn't be surprising if these "Nationalists" also outlaw "Satanism"
and make christian observance compulsory. One example is the Golden Dawn
and how they are neutral towards Greek Pagans, but they have their main
propaganda centered around Byzantium, the Church, and a bizarre blend
between Christianity and Paganism and how Rabbi Jesus is a "Good" thing for
their country.

The same memetics are the case with many other "Nationalists".

"Nationalism" needs to be taken with a big grain of salt and nobody here must be
foolishly deceived that our work is 'done' in anyway, or that we are remotely
going towards 'freedom' simply because some Nationalist parties will take power.
They will take it because of our efforts, but they are only a means to an end, a
dirty cloth to close racial wounds, in the middle of a racial crisis.

The next step is to get a clean bandage, disinfect, go the doctor, provide medical
care, etc.

Those who are 'satisfied' by these "Nationalistic" orders are christian souls and
they have no understanding. Christian "Nationalists" existed all along, and guess
what, they brought Europe to its present condition. They do not take factors of
race, cultural domination by jews, or any other such matters to heart. Some
people in these parties do, and it's only from these people positive "Nationalist"
change will come.

False Nationalism has been the reason, in conjunction with Christianity, that
Europe has shed all of her own blood in intra-racial wars amongst its own kind.
Proud "Christards" raising the sword to kill non "Christards" and one



denomination of "Christards" killing the other. This will only repeat itself in other
levels if the lingering "Nationalism" becomes the new and 'safe' agenda.

This is like playing a poker game with jews. Nationalism is where they fold. Not
when they leave the game or lose it permanently.

Here for example we have a "German" Rabbi saying Hitler was a "spec of shit" in
German history. Who even is this old junker jewish cuckold to say it? One looks
at his nose and quickly understands why this NATIONALIST SAVIOR OF
"NATIONALIST GERMANY" is saying such things.

This guy was also nothing else other than a liberal commie in the 90's, where he
advocated about policies to bring "Asylum Seekers" in. Now he thinks the key to
popularity and extending its lifespan revolves around calling the Greatest man of
Germany and it's TRUE savior a "spec of shit".

The transient rule of this kosher "nationalist" toilet garbage is where our work
only begins, nowhere close to where it ends. It ends only when we have finalized
our mission fully.
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